
Miners are the executive power of Bitcoin 
 
 
Bitcoin miners are subject to the swings of the market price. This much is true, but it is also                   
true that -if they decide to- they can ignore the short term benefit. This capacity makes them                 
the custodians of Bitcoin's monetary properties.  
Therefore, miners have the executive power in the Blockchain.  
 
Miners can write -in proportion to their computing power- in the Blockchain of a network               
based on proof-of-work. Also -with sufficient consensus- they can write legitimate empty            
blocks in a minority chain in order to provoke its collapse. And they can do this if they                  
consider this extreme decision convenient to the network and therefore their long-term            
interests.  
 
Miners can exert their power in real time, in an agile and eminently executive way, recording                
their decisions in a publicly verifiable way, thanks to the safest and most reliable voting               
system available which is known. 
 
Therefore, miners are in command in Bitcoin. And they will never act alone, because they               
form a group of allies without conflict of interest (except in the competition for computing               
power).  
 
 
As a new form of executive power, it is likely that in the near future a virtual and transparent                   
Bitcoin Mining Parliament (BMP) will be established. There each participant can have voice             
and vote in proportion to their percentage of demonstrable exahases per second.  
 
In this Parliament, agreements will be reached, plans will be drawn up to resolve future               
conflicts, legitimate spokespersons or presidents will be appointed and the selection of the             
best Blockchain technologies already tried and tested in the altcoins quarry will be spedeed              
up. Furthermore, they will have a closer and more accurate contact with the Bitcoin's              
community of users and developers. 
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Satoshi deliberately invented the role of the miners because Bitcoin's future needs to be              
entrusted to an entity higher than a single person or a small group of developers.  
Their existence has been thought to fulfill a purpose and to remain over time. They are the                 
necessary counterweight for the Blockchain to persist over time. 
Their legitimate reward are the fees for all past, present and future transactions. 
Their interest will be always the same, and therefore their behavior will follow a pattern which                
is predictable and stable over time.  
 
This is the manifestation of what is known as the Nakamoto Consensus.  
 
 
Ignoring these facts will give rise to a brittle Blockchain with a tendency to break with every                 
controversy. Accepting the consensus mechanism means the empowering of the miners in            
order to wield their legitimate power over the Blockchain to its exact degree.  
 
Likewise, accepting this reality could guarantee indefinitely the compliance with the last line             
of the last page from the Satoshi Nakamoto's original paper, which states: 
 
 

❝Any needed rules and incentives can be enforced with this consensus mechanism.❞ 
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Annex I 
Map with the keys to the 2017 conflict: 
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https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf


Annex II 
Hypothetical scenario of the short-term situation. 
 
Soon, the NYA (New York Agreement) will expire and miners will have three options: 
 

1) To do nothing and leave the decisions to a vertical and authoritarian team of              
developers who like takeovers and censorship, and who are unable to develop            
on-chain solutions because they are focused on taking possession of the future fees             
that are legitimately due to the miners. The very fact that these fees legitimately              
belong to the miners is the only long-term incentive to pay for the security of the                
entire Bitcoin project.  
Instead of taking on Satoshi's original architecture, the rate of transactions per            
second has been artificially strangled and this has caused a setback in Bitcoin's             
acceptance, which is the basis of Bitcoin's value. And this has been done purely to               
leave no other option but their private solution of blackmail.  

 
2) To make a third hard fork that once again subdivides the community into a third part,                

to develop new customers, to deploy hundreds of nodes (which would need further             
expansion), to start the campaign from scratch and all of this just to postpone the               
conflict.  

 
3) To move the hashpower to Bitcoin Cash and assert the Nakamoto Consensus,            

thereby making Bitcoin Cash -apart from fast and cheap- also the safest option, with              
more proof-of-work, and therefore worthy of being called Bitcoin. In the same way,             
the possibility should be considered, if necessary, of mining empty blocks in the             
minority Blockchain in order to reduce risks and make it clear who is in control. 
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Annex III 
Predictable characteristics of miners as an entity (not applicable at an individual level): 
 
Prudent 
Miners have a significant and permanent investment in hardware that only works to mine              
Bitcoin. 
Their prudence is on an unprecedented level. 
They will always think long-term. They will measure the risks of each decision better than               
anyone else. They will prefer deeds to words. They will never act in an improvised or hasty                 
way.  
 
Competent 
They are the survivors of a technological career so competitive that it could break Moore's               
Law. Their technical level can only be up to date. 
 
Keepers of their word 
No one wants to reach agreements with those who renege on their word, so the miners will                 
keep their promises. They will not make commitments that they cannot fulfill with certainty.  
They have fulfilled their part of the NYA and the Blockchain itself is the best proof of their                  
reliability. 
They are able to wait until the NYA agreement expires in November -in spite of the fact that                  
this damages Bitcoin's acceptance- just so that no one can accuse them of breaking their               
word. 
 
Diplomatic 
They only win together. Therefore they will always seek consensus. They have reached out              
to Segwit2X as a trade-off peace, despite ceding power and only postponing the problem.  
This has been an act of generosity in exchange for a certain stability that they can                
appreciate better than anyone. 
 
Precise 
An error on the Blockchain could be fatal. 
An error of understanding or strategy would leave them out of the picture. 
Even a non-lethal wrong move is unacceptable to the miners. 
 
Capable 
They are able to keep the necessary infrastructure with a growing budget. 
And to develop software even with several teams.  
They will be able to keep enough nodes of any size with the help of Moore's Law. 
 
Reliable 
They are interested in their own benefit, but their own benefit is inherently aligned with               
Bitcoin's well-being and future continuity. This is how it was programmed by Satoshi and we               
all agree on that common goal. 
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Annex IV 
Counterarguments to the most frequent objections: 
 
 

1. Satoshi set the limit of 1MB. 
He did this as a temporary security countermeasure, when the average per block was a few                
kilobytes and they were not filled. Unacceptably, some people have seen this as their              
opportunity to legitimize the strangulation of the network's capacity. 
 

2. Bitcoin's original design does not scale. 
The current Blockchain has a size of 140 GB. There are servers with 36 bays of 3.5” and                  
12TB disks. In this way, we can store 430 TB in a single machine, being able at the present                   
to store the Blockchain 3,071 times. Moore's Law is a mere observation, but it is working.                
And it says that the capacity doubles every two years. Thus, it is estimated that in 2020 each                  
supernode will be able to store 6,034 times the current Blockchain and in 2030 about               
193,088 times (27 BP). Moore's Law can be also applied to bandwidth, latency, disk              
readings and computing power. In addition, while not yet necessary, there are other options              
such as mainframes (large unconventional computers), distributed systems (clusters) and          
cloud computing.  
And all this without considering that those developers focused on on-chain solutions will             
probably find optimizations and strategies to scale up, if and when needed.  
 

3. Mining is a monopoly of a single company. 
There are two GPU manufacturers and a few more CPU manufacturers. Distribution is             
proportionate to the size of each market. All that is needed to practice mining is in the public                  
domain and there is no barrier to free competition. It is foreseeable that the number of                
competitive ASIC chip manufacturers will increase over time. 
 

4. Segwit already means an increase in the block limit. 
This is true, but the increase in practice is insignificant.  
 

5. Bitcoin Cash is an altcoin. 
Bitcoin Cash respects the original design. Bitcoin Core decided at some point to substantially              
modify the original design. Henceforth, it must always be done in an altcoin. 
 

6. Miners need the nodes to accept their Blockchain. 
The development and deployment of non-mining nodes is cheap and affordable for miners.             
The nodes only confirm, they never reject transactions, because they could be ignored.             
Therefore, the nodes have no power at all. 
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7. Bitcoin Core's development team is meritocratic. 
IRC networks, forums, blogs and social networks are structured in a vertical hierarchy. They              
are the purest form of authoritarianism, where the founder -the first to arrive- alone has               
absolute and irrevocable power. This primitive system of decision-making -in the event of a              
controversy- tends to degenerate into despotism, censorship and the expulsion of discordant            
participants, which is the antithesis of the miners' behavior.  
This damages diversity, creates caves of opinion and fractures the community. 
The solution is for several teams of developers to compete with each other. 
 

8. Bitcoin is more democratic or decentralized with small nodes. 
Bitcoin is not democratic (without idealizations). Double spending is forbidden, but not            
double voting. Furthermore, this scheme would be based on IP addresses, which are very              
cheap. Non-mining nodes have no power over the Blockchain and so their number, size and               
location is irrelevant. 
 

9. Developers can switch to an algorithm that is resistant to ASIC chips. 
They can do it, but that wouldn't be Bitcoin. It is very risky and involves a new hard fork. It is                     
only a matter of time before someone makes specific chips for any algorithm, which would               
involve successive arbitrary changes probably decided on by a vertical and authoritarian            
team of developers against their own mining community. 
Therefore, changing some miners for others does not solve anything because it means             
returning cyclically to mining empowerment. 
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Annex V 
Related facts: 
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Source: fork.lol 
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https://fork.lol/pow/hashrate


           
Source: Blockchain.info 

Source: flippening.watch 
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https://blockchain.info/stats
https://www.flippening.watch/


 

Source: coin.dance 
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https://coin.dance/blocks


Annex VI 
Open letter I wrote on March 25, 2017 published in Bitcointalk and Reddit: 
 

 
 

Sources: reddit.com/r/Bitcoin y bitcointalk.org  (archive.org) 
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Bitcoin/comments/61lz4z/dear_bitcoin_miners/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1842246
https://web.archive.org/web/20171031015041/https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1842246

